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Butterfly Smile Card

By Cathy Andronicou

Materials Required:Chameleon Color Tones Pens; Tangerine, Fuchsia, Peony Pink, Cornflower Blue, Deep Black and
Indigo.
Penny Black Butterfly Trio Stamp, Golden Moments Designer Paper Pad, Geometrics, Pinwheel
and Hooray dies, White, Navy Blue and Light Blue Card, Bee Paper, Pearl, Sequins, Memento
Tuxedo Black Ink, Foam Pads and Glue.
Instructions:Stamp large butterfly from Butterfly Trio onto Bee paper using Memento Tuxedo Black ink.

Without fusing color the outer dots and the top lines on the wings of the butterfly with Tangerine
pen. (We refer to this a straight forward coloring).

Fuse the brush nib of the Cornflower Blue pen for 15 seconds and color the outer top wing parts
working from the centre of the butterfly out towards the edge. (We call this a one pen blend).

Then fuse the brush nib of the Cornflower Blue pen again for 10 seconds and color the bottom
section of the wings working from the centre out towards the edge. Then fuse the brush nib of the
Peony Pink pen for 10 seconds and go over the wings again working from the centre out towards
the edge. (We call this a color overlay).
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Fuse the brush nib of the Fuchsia pen for 10 seconds and color the top inside section of the
butterfly working from the middle out towards the centre of the wing. Then fuse the brush nib of
the Tangerine pen for 10 seconds and color from the centre of the wing in towards the middle.
(This is a cross color blend).

Fuse the brush nib of the Fuchsia pen for 5 seconds and color the inner bottom section of the
wing working from the centre to the middle of the wing and then go over the whole colored area
with the Peony Pink pen to blend the colors together. (This is similar to more traditional blending
techniques with alcohol marker pens).

Cut out the butterfly leaving a small white line all the way around and then die cut the Geometrics
and Pinwheel from the Golden Moments Paper Pad and the Smile sentiment from the Hooray die
set from navy Blue card.

Adhere a light blue panel to a top folding card blank about 1” from the bottom and then adhere
die cuts and sequins.

Color a pearl with the Deep Black pen allow to dry for a few seconds and then color over the top
with the Indigo pen to give a deep blue pearl color, use as the ‘i’ in the Smile sentiment.

Curl the wings of the butterfly and add foam pads to the back, adhere to card to finish.

